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Pioneering Space - Goals
“Fifty years after the creation of NASA, our goal is no longer just a 
destination to reach. Our goal is the capacity for people to work and learn 
and operate and live safely beyond the Earth for extended periods of time, 
ultimately in ways that are more sustainable and even indefinite.  And in 
fulfilling this task, we will not only extend humanity’s reach in space -- we 
will strengthen America’s leadership here on Earth.”
- President Obama - April, 2010
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Houston, TexasWhite Sands Test Facility
White Sands, NM




Deep Space Network Facilities
 Goldstone, in California, Mojave Desert
 Near Madrid, Spain















Solving Risks with Technology Development







THE WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL ROCKET
Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage:
The upper stage for the first SLS launch
will push Orion beyond the moon.
Solid Rocket Boosters:
The largest boosters to ever fly will
provide most of the power for 
the first two minutes of flight.
Core Stage:
Larger than any other rocket stage,
the SLS core stage holds fuel for launch.
Orion:
Carries explorers safely into space & back.
RS-25 Engines:
The most reliable engines of their kind; 
upgraded with new technology.
Stage Adapter:
Provides space for sending several small 




In December 2014, the Journey to Mars 
took a huge leap forward with Orion’s first 




BUILDING A BETTER BOOSTER
Each of the two SLS solid rocket boosters weighs 
1.6 million pounds, or as much as four blue whales. 





The four RS-25 engines in the Core Stage will 
generate as much power as 16 Hoover Dams.

Future Evolution Plans for Space Launch System (SLS)
Propulsion Research
Communications
Next Generation Space Suits
Growing Plants in space
Staying Healthy – Human Research Program (HRP)






And Habitability Science Management
Habitat studies
Radiation studies
In Space Resource Utilization
In Space Resource Utilization 
In Space Resource Utilization
Surface Power and Mobility
Ascent and Descent 
How to get involved?
Check for NASA solicitations: https://nspires.nasaprs.com
How to get involved?
Search one of NASA’s Technology Roadmaps:
http://www.nasa.gov/offices/oct/home/roadmaps/index.html
Technology Road Maps
How to get involved?
Search TechPort for current and past technologies: https://techport.nasa.gov
How to get involved?
Search for patents, license opportunities, spinoffs and more: www.technology.nasa.gov
Questions?
